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BYU Favored To Take WAC Tennis Title

The Lobo doubles combination
Utah's Jim Osborn and Arizona's last night coach Ferguson stated
By CHUCK LANIER
Brigham Young University has Dean Penero. Osborn is number that the second place spot is ex- of Foster and Russell is ranked
a good chance to pick up two one in singles while Penero is :pected to turn into a duel between number 15 in the nation and their
Western Athletic Conference ranked number two in the con- Arizona and New Mexico. Ari- only losses this year are to BYV
zona finished second in the con- and Utah.
championships this weekend in ference.
ference last year while New MexLast Year's Top Juni(}r
Provo, Utah, by competing for
Last year the Lobos had an 8-8
UNM's Ted Russell is ranked ico was able to win only fourth.·
the track title and also the tennis
record for conference play while
number two on the Lobo team and
championship,
Doubles A Tossup
this year they have improved conBYU will be competing against was last year's number one junior
Lobo Steve Foster stated siderably and go into the chamfive other schools in the WAC, in- in the Southwest. Robin Ray of that the doubles matches should pionship meet with a record of
cluding UNM and is favored to Arizona and John Pierson of BYU be a tossup all the way down the 18-5.. Two other losses have been
take first place based on their will be competing with Russell. line for first, second and third recorded by the Lobos but they
Earlier this ·season the UNM · places. "We could come anywhere were in non-conference play,
season record. So far this year,
BYU bas gone undefeated in all squad beat Arizona for the first from winning to taking fourth
The team will leave today for
time in 26 years. In an interview place," he also stated.
doubles matchea played.
Provo and return on Sunday.
One of UNM's Best Teams
UNl'l will send what coach Joe
Fcrgnson terms "one of the best
teams in years.'' The sb:: men
who will represent the Lobos are
Steve Foster, Ted Russell, Tony
Bull, Jeff Quinn, Bob Stehwein
A 1962 UNM graduate, James
In any situation, the most practiand Bill Taylor.
C. Ransom, is the winner of a Discal
thing you can do is pray. It can
Foster, ranked number one on sertation Fellowship from the
the Lobo team and third in the Woodrow Wilson National Fellet a force into your life that
conference, stated last night that . lowsbip Foundation.
knows neither fear nor hate, that
his main .competition will be from
Ransom, a doctoral candidate in
can only bless - the love and
Er.\glish at Yale University, is
power of God, to Whom all things
doing research and writing full
time on "The Human Image in
are possible. Hear a public l~cture
the Poetry of Wallace Stevens,"
on "Practical Christianity" by
under the terms of the dissertaHARRY S. SMITH., member of the
tion award.
While a senior at UNM, RanBoard of Lectureship of The First
som won a Woodrow Wilson FelChurch of Christ, Scientist, in
lowship for first year graduate
Students at Bratton. Hall, UNM study and in subsequent years
Boston, Massachusetts.
School of Law, elected Student was a Danforth teaching assistant
Bar Association officers for aca- at Yale. He received his master's
STEVE FOSTER
TED RUSSELL
demic year 1966-67.
degree there in 1964.
The new officers are: president,
Stephen G. Durkovich, Albuquerque, a graduate of the University
of California at Berkeley; first
8 P.M. THURSDAY, MAY 19
vice president, Warren 0. Harris,
ROOM 250 C-D-E
Albuquerque, graduate of the UniNEW MEXICO UNION
versity of Iowa; second vice presiEDITOR
CHUCK
LANIER
dent, Frank Andrews, AlbuquerSigma Gamma Epsilon, NaAdmission Free • Everyone is welcome
que, UNM graduate; secretary, tional Earth Science honorary
Raymond R. Regan, Albuquerque, has elected new officers for acaWest Point graduate, and treas- demic year 1966-67.
urer, Stephen Walker, Santa Fe,
Officers are: Frederick W. BachUNM graduate.
huber, president; Alfred A. BurThe Students Bar Association goyne, vice president; Ralph Gonsponsors the Albuquerque Bail zales, secretary-treasurer; Robert
Bond Project, a summer clerkship A. Pastuszak, corresponding secprogram, and a legal internship retary, and Fred R. Cagle,
program in conjunction with the speaker chairman.
District Attorney and court-ap~
The new adviser of the honorpointed attorneys. The association ary is Dr. Lee Woodward, of the
is also responsible for the school sociology department. The chapter sponsors a variety of academic
Moot Court competition as well as and social activities and supplies
DOWITOWI • lOB HILL • WIIROCI
student and alumni social func- the physical geology labs with
Tltree
Stere•
rocks and minerals.
tions.

'62 UNM Graduate
Receives Fellowship

Bar Association
Elects Officers

ChriSiiaa SCiBICB IBCIUre

UHonorary Selects
1966-67 Officers
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WANT ADS
CLASSIF1ED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65c-4 times, $2.00. Insertio1111
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building. Phone 277-4002 or 277-4102.
FOR SALE
1969 VESPA Motorscootcr. Needs minor
repairs. '66 plates. Extras. Cheap. Call
.Tames Lyons, 268-7268.
3 PJECE Sectional comer book""""- eapacity 50 to 60 books. $15. Call Vina
Bridger, 2108 Eton SE, at 2<13-4630.
196Z MONZA Coupe for sale. 4 speed,
radio, heater, aU new tires. $750. Call
277-4406 or 243-0400.
MOTORCYCLE, 1964 BSA 175ce,. 4,000
miles, better than new. Perfect for Spring
& Summer trips and schooL $300. Call
277-5321 or 268-7736.
SMITH-cORONA "Sterling" portable type.
writer with case. Excellent condition.
$50. See at Room 159, Student Publieatipns Building. 277-4002. 6/2, 4, 5, 6.
FOR RENT
ATTRACTIVE furnished cllieiency apartment,. spacious. newly decorated. Private
bath, private entrance. Carpeted. Snitable for faculty or stall' member. 5 blocks
from campus. $80 per month. Call 243·
7297. 5/16-23.
SUMMER sublet. Furnished hoUse. 1 bed·
room, 3 blocks from University, $GO per
month. Prefer female. Call 242-6776. 6/16,
18, 19.
FURNISHED Houses & Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, 4 bedroom, $100: 221 Prine.,_
ton SE, Z bedroom, $100; 209 Stanford
SE, 3 bedroom, $85; 220'h.C Columbia
SE, 1 bedroom, $55. Pay own utilities.
Open during dny ~ investigate nt your
Cohvenicnec. (May) ..
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER sales & repair, Special
rates to UNM students on all mnchin...
Free pickup & delivery. E & E TypeWriter S•rvice. 2217 Coal SE, phone
243-0588.~

PERSONALS
SOCIAL Improvement Crusade re. Voluntary MoU1erhood meets tonight at 7 :30
ut the C ot C Building. All wekome.
GREETING cards for every occasion. Con•
temporary, Graduation; Father's Day.
Also Qunlit]l Wccl<ling Invitations. Gresham'" HoUse uC Hallmark, 3501 Lomas
NE.

NEE~n""'·""G:::Lc-:A:::Sc::s=E""s.?=-=f>-....,.-c-n""·P"'ti,...ons-fi=,llcd:-:-,-,..
:Pair servic~. P~Mption Sunglasses.
Casey Qptienl, ·i3t2. IAmM NE. Phone
265-6329. 5/13-23.
FLYING students check our new lower
rat"". Ask nl;out the $5.00 introductory
offet·. Mnny . ndditionnl r...tures at no
extra co.•t. Call Southwestern Skywaya.
JlELl' WANTED
TEACHERS wanted. . Southwet, entire
West & Alaska. lleginning snls17 varie~~
/rom SilOOO in Ne\V Mexito to $7000 in
Alnskll, Southwest T""chcrs :Agency.
(May)
1303 Centrnl NE

I

GSHIRTMAKERS
ANT

When you can't
afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits
with NoDozT..
NODOZ KHp Alert Tablets fight off
lht hazy. lazy feelings of mantel
alugglshness. NoDoz helps restore
your natural mental vitality••• help&
quicken physical reactions. You be·
come more naturally alert to people
and condltlona around you. Yet
NoDoz Is as safe as coffee. Anytime
• ••'When you can'c afford to be dull.
sharpen your wits with NODOZ.

SAFE AS COFFEE

Bold Stroke O~ord
The visual points of difference in this luxuriously cool Gant cotton oxford batiste
button-down are its evocative stripings;
their edges are thinly framed with a second
color to give more articulate definition. In
color-framed stripings of navy on sea-blue
ground; Ioden stripings on bamboo ground;
or rust stripings on maize ground.

$7.50
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Friday, May 20,1966

Have a good time at Fiesta ! !
emember there will be classes on
onday.

No. 114

1esta Parade

+"'!If

The presentation of . ROTC
Awards at UNM was held yesterday afternoon at Zimmerman
Field.
Midshipmen John A. Rice and
Herbert .Julien received the Naval
Institute Award for outstanding
performance in the NROTC program. Other outstanding awards
went to Cadet J o:;eph R. Lenhoff
of the Aerospace studies program
and to Midshipman John W. Theisen as the outstanding Marine
Option student.
. .• .
Receiving the gold lrtedal:~r;b~"·
the. Reserve Office~~ Associ.d~ !l
was Midshipman J?an.a J.' ~t• 4'
and Cadet Leonard J. OtteiJ.J~ll~

·

ceiving the silver medal was Midshipman William J. Gallagher and
Cadet Samuel M. Jones. The
bronze medal went to Midshipman
Russell D. Hulsing and Cadet
Thom<~s J. Scanlan. These awards
were given for administrative and
organizational ability.
T.he award for obtaining the
highest academic and leadership
grades in Military Science went
to Midsbopman John A. Rice and
Cadet Norman D. Gonzales.
President of UNM presented
awards to Midshipman Brian L.
Webber for the outstanding
achievement as NROTC senior, to
Cadet Richard E. Berry for the

outstanding Air Science II cadet,
and to Midshipman James E. Miller for the highest flight and
ground school grades.
Outstanding citizenship and
leadership awards went to Midshipman David E. Rogers and
Cadet Leo A. Sanchez. This
award was presented by the
Rotary Club.
For excellence in Military Science, Midshipman Ross M. Mac
Askill and Cadet Gary H. Wilson
received awards from the Retired
Office1's' Association.
Mipshipmen Charles R. Champe
and, Cadet Richard E. Berry received awards for high motiva-

tion and aptitude for a service
career.
For contributing to constructing public attention to the Cadet
Corps, Cadet Robert G. Clarkson
received the "Air Force Times
Award.''
The Albuquerque chapter of the

Reserve Officers' Association presented awards to Midshipman
James E. Miller and Cadet Paul
H. Wiater for outstanding aptitude an dmotivation for aviation.
Before the awards were given,
the rifle drill teams of both the
Navy and Air Force performed.

i'

Students Are Not Becoming
A Number Says Dr., Huber

ByANNELEHNHAUSEN 1' "
LOBO Staff Writer
UNM is not becOlJling less individualized said Dr~ William H.
Huber, direc~pr of, University
College and 'profes~:~or of Business Administration.
"At the University College we
know all about every one of our
students since we must prepare

folders for every one of ·them,"
Huber said. "We instruct students
on all procedures at the university."
l\lany Types of Help
Huber said that his college department sends notices to students
who have incompletes, they advise
students on the type of program
that their ACT (American Col-

Ky Forces Continue
Blockade in the North
By United Press International
SAIGON-Premier Ky's efforts
to keep control of the political
situation again dominate the news.
from South Viet Nam.
Ky clamped a blockade on the
ancient capital city of Hue, where
rebel'troops are digging in, fearful of a government attack.
The city's gasoline supply is
reportedly being used up, and
rebel activities would be curtailed without it.
In Saigon, Ky warned he plans
to use whatever force necessary
to clear rebel troops from Buddhist pagodas in Da Nang.
As the situation in the northern provinces rapidly deteriorioratcs, the Viet Cong for the first
time publicly offered its armies
to the anti-government forces. Up
to this time, the Viet Cong had
repeatedly offered their verbal
support but had never offered
such physical support.
In the war, the Communists
pulled a surprise move yesterday.
A Communist battalion of 500 to
600 troops poured across the 17th
parallel demilitarized zone and attacked two outposts. The South
Vietnamese defenders suffered
light to moderate casualties he•
fore driving off the attackers.
The Communists left 27 bodies
behind.
-o-McNamara's Speech Meets
official Approval
,'~
WASHINGTON - State Department news officer Robert McCloskey said yesterday that . a
policy speech delivered by D~·
fense Secretary McNamara m
Montreal Wednesday night had

Dispensation
By special delegation of Arch·
bishop Davis, Father Goedert, di·
rector of the Newman Center, has
granted a dispensation for laws
of Friday abstinence for all Catholics attending Fiesta.

the complete approval of the Department of State.
In the controversial speech, McNamara proposed that the United
States try to "build bridges" to
Red China in an effort to reduce
the peril of war through misunderstanding.
Government officials said McNamara's diplomacy proposal was
not an alternative for the general
policy of powerful military deterrents to Red Chinese expansion, but simply a parallel course
of action.

lege Testing) exams show them
to be strong in, and provide psychiatric help if it is needed.
"If we treated students as a
number there would .be utter
chaos," said Huber. "We feel we
need to advise students since the
University College is made up of
mostly freshmen.''
Many New Changes
Huber 11aid that. t.he:~;e are ml!lnY
new changes in registration·next
:fall semester. One is that the
counseling and testing exams required of aU new students will not
.be given. These tests in the past
dealt with English and math testing.
"We are unable to give these
tests anymore because of the increased enrollment," Huber said.
"So UNM decided to have ACT
exams g~n in high school.'' He
said that tlle tests are graded in
Iowa and sent back to UNM.
Copies of the l'esults go to the
testing division, the student's
permanent folder and the advisor's folder.
"We feel these cards are more
beneficial especially for advisors
for often student's grade point
can be predicted," Huber said.
(Continued on page 7)

CADET .JOSEPH R. LENHOFl", right, is. sho- above reeeivihg th~
Air Force ABIIOCiatiou·award ~or outetaNl.ing perforJll-e in aero•

space a.tudies by an AFROTC senior <Cadet. Presenting the award
i8 Maj. Gen. Daniel H(!Oks,. VSAF (Ret.).
'*"~"-

Royalty Elected,
Crowning Tonife
Are you wearing western
clothes? If not, you'd better not
be in the vicinity of the Union.
That "cage" out front. is meant
for you. Lettermen's club depu-ties are roaming around, arrest-

Fiesta Activities
MIRAGEs Are Ready Should Be Merry
By TOM ORMSBY
The 1966 MIRAGE is ready and will be available to
students on Monday, May 23 beginning at 9 a.m. Distribution will be conducted in the MIRAGE office_of the Journalism Building, corner Yale and Central.
All students who have purchased activity cards for both
semesters are entitled to a MIRAGE without extra charge.
Those who have cards for one (either) semester will be
charged an additional $2.50. Those who do not have either
card will be billed $5.00.
Regular distribution will be conducted during th~ week
of May 23 only, i.e., in so far as a staffed office 1s con·
cerned. After that time, students may pick up their books
after final week, or during the vacation. This is to insure
that the persons manning the distribution desks will have
an opportunity to prepare for examinations.
The editor urges as many students as possible to pick
up their copies during the week of May 23.
The 1966 MIRAGE is 384 pages, thick and with a eover
design by Mike Arken, winner of last semesters design
competition. The cover, expresses the up-to-date trends,
in design and in this campus.
The MIRAGE will be distributed with optional plastic
covers (25 cents) to protect the cover.

Skateboarding, pillow fighting,
and ridhig bucking barrels will be
some of the activities available to
students at the organization"al
booth on the Fiesta midway at
Tingley Coliseum tonight.
Twenty-three campus organiza·
tions have entered booths in the
1966 midway. Activities will get
underway at 7 p.m. tonight on the
·floor o£ the coliseum.
All booths will close from 8
to 8:20 for the coronation of the
Fiesta king and queen. Booths
will reopen at 8:20 and remain
open throughout the dance.
The dance, featuring Hank
Thompson and His Brazos Valley
Boys, will begin at 9 p.m. and
run until midnight. The dance will
be held on one-half' of the coliseum floor and the midway will
occupy the other half.
Organizations having booths
on the midway are Industrial
Arts, Coronado Hall, Town Club,
Delta Sigma Phi, Phi Sigma
Kappa, Kappa Alpha, Pi Beta Phi,
Pi Kappa 9lpha, Kappa Sigma,
Phi Delta Theta, Alpha Epsilon
Pi Kappa Alpha, Kappa Sigma,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Phi Mu,
Alpha Chi Omega, Lambda Chi
Alpha, Kappa Kappa. Gamma,
Kappa Alpha Theta, and Sigma
Chi.

ing all violators of the ban on
eastern wear.
If, however, yoU are properly
attired, then a trip into the Union
would be time well spent. There is
to be music in both the careteria
• and the lobby. Three other mariachi and western bands are to be
roaming around campus, playing
and generally setting the mood
for festive first afternoon 'iff'
Fiesta, 1966.
The polls were open from 8
a.m. to 5 p.m. yesterday for the
election of Fiesta king and queen.
Ballots cast totalled 1,520. The
ballots were IBM computer cards.
Specifiic instructions were given
on bow to mark them and the requirement to mark three ch~ices
for both king and queen.
Any cards not marked entirely
according to instructions were rejected by the vote-tallying computer. Mark Epstein, in charge
of Fiesta royalty said voters did
such things as mark first, second
and third choices all for the same
candidate. Others marked only one
choice, or put second and third
choice in an unused portion of the
card. The machine rejected 111i ··"
such ballots.
(Continued on page 2)

Fiesta Schedule
Street Dance, 3 p.m.
Indian Dances, 4 p.m.
Midway, 7 p.m.
Coronation, 8 p.m.
Hank 'l'bompson, ~ p.m.
Saturday:
Games and Contests 10 a.m.
Barbecue, 11 a.m.
Rodeo, 1 p.m.
"We Five" Concert, 8 p.m.
Western Dance,10 p.m.
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In-service Institute
Given for Teachers

ti@tz ~rwnffi~ ®~~tr
·Solve the puzzle by flllinc in the clues,. 1·16 down. Numbers after each clue indicate
the letters per word. Skip a space between wards, Letters spotted throuchaut the
puzzle ere there to help you determine where to position your answer. The puzzle
en.were will appear in the bordered horizontal lines.

Families in -Albuquerque have
opened their homes to women students who are in need of board
and room while they attend UNM.
In return for board and room
the students are asked to do
household chores ranging from
babysitting in the evenings or
during the day to helping at dinner time.
Women students who are il\terested in this type of room and
board job during the summer session should call the Dean of
Women's office, 277-4938.

Copyrisht 1966 PeterS. Fischer

The Puzzle
Let's see if you can identify this turn
of the century counte'rpart of the
Hullaballoo gang-including its male
and female components.
The Clues
1. In Spanish, these was almost a
VP (5, 8)

2. How Rooney felt about Garland
(4. 5)
3. Lloyd Bridges was the deputy (4,

4)

4. Criminals drive this cop bats (8, 4)
5. Susan Hayward's husband in
Soldier of Fortune (4, 5)
6. Rita Hayworth role (5)

Fiesta ...
(Continued from Page 1)
,...._The king and queen and attendants, are to be announced tonight at 8 p.m. on the midway at
Tingley Coliseum. Epstin did divulge that the king won by a
landslide, but that the queen con·test was quite close.
Games Rivalry Building
The tug-of-war promises to be
the most exciting event of the
newest feature of Fiesta, Saturday's games and contests. Several
rival teams are already preparing, and any 10 people who wish
to compete may enter. There
will also be events for girls.
The barbecue begins at 11 a.m.
behind Mesa Vista Dorm, and the
SatUrday Rodeo begins at 1 p.m.
"We Five" entertain in Johnson
Gym with a concert beginning at
8 p.m., and a western dance will
~mow the concert at 10 p.m.

NoA05

7. One thing Granger learned in
Scaramouche (7)
8. Fun and games at a military
school (7, 3)
9. Mike Barnett in early TV days(7)
I 0. (Blank)
·
II. Ann Sheridan played his wife (4,
3)

12. Tom Ewell's wife in Seven Year
Itch (4)
13. What Katie is to Danny (2-4)
14. He could be on a faculty with Dr.
Fish (6, 5)
15. If Jed's brother weighed 32,000
lbs. (9, 5)
16. Harry Ruby in Three Little Words
(3, 7)

Alpha Phi Omega
Names

Offic~rs

Campus
.Briefs

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

During the coming academic
year, the University will conduct
an in-service institute in mathematics for elementary school
teachers in Albuquerque, Santa
Fe, Belen and Los Alamos.
The program, sponsored jointly
with UNM by the National Science Foundation, is designed to
accommodate some 300 teachers
and offers two hours of undergraduate credits in math. It is
designed to help up-date and upgrade the teaching of grade
school arithmetic and to permit
teachers to work for renewal of
certification or toward the 30hour planned program beyond the
master's degree.
Dr. Merle Mitchell, associate
professor of math at UNM,
is institute director. The instructional staff includes area teachers
with special qualification in the
field who have had a number of
years teaching experience.

U Coeds Offered
Summer Boarding

-Chemical Engineers. He has a search and Training at UNM,
grade point average of 3.5 out of in cooperation with the New Mexico State Planuing Office and the
a possible 4.0.
University's division of govern-a-.
ment
research, is bringing out a
Sigma Gamma Epsilon, national
.
publication
for use in the war on
Earth Science honorary at UNM,
has elected Frederick Bachhuber poverty,
The booklet, titled Services and
president for the coming year. Dr.
Programs
for Community and InLee
Woodward,
assistant
profeJ;Harold R. Hunt, as outstanding
junior student in chemiGal engi- sor of geology, is the new advisor dividual Improvement in New
Mexico, is a complete catalog of
neering at UNM, has received to the group,
.
-ost~te and federal agencies whiGh
an engraved pin and certificates
Th(>. Office of Educational Re- may be contacted for community
from the American Institute of

..'

. .. .'

'

'

'

Dames Awards

A full tuition· scholarl!hip was
presented to Michael J. Haight at
the annual banquet of the Kappa
chapter of the UNM Dame!! Club.
Other awards presented at the
banquet were the Dame of the
Year award. Mrs. Brian Foulkes
was the recipient. A $25 book
fund was given to Donald Gluvna.

NOW ONlY

JUNE IS THE WEODING MONTH

Jewelry
Department

SAN PEDRO
& CENTRAL

i'

·) '

•
IRl.US TAX
EASY TERMS

'!l

All sophomore students in elementary education, if they have
not already .!']!plied, should come
to the department of Elementary
Education at once to apply for
student teaching in their junior
year. This is involved in the new
program being inaugurated this
fall. Refer any questions concerning the program to the department office.

I

"'..

$205°0

Education Students .

action or individual improvement
programs.

ons

l
I

I
/

Indo-American
The Indo-American Association
will hold elections this Sunday,
May 22, at 7 p.m. All members are
urged to attend the meeting in
the Union.

Mark Shaw, a junior majoring
in history at UNM, has been reelected president of Alpha Phi
Omega service fraternity for next
year. Shaw is from Albuquerque.
Other officers are Jay Butler,
Farmington, N.M., first vice president; Mill Hughes, second vice
president; Marty Castillo, social
chairman; Ronald Moore, secretary, and Glen Greaver, treasurer,·
all from Albuquerque.

... -

Tlds.Arrowsport sldrt
meets all you atalldard&

i

EKepto~~e.

(1) 100% cotton. (2) Softly flared
button·down collar. (3)
sleeve.
(4) Back collar button. (5) Box
pleat. (6) Shoulder to waist taper.
(7) "Sanforized". {8) $4.00. That's
the exception. Less than the
standard price for a shirt with
all these standards.
Bold New Breed by

u·

Honorary Cancelled

Original plans to establish a
chapter of Chi Delta Phi, national
literary-creative writing honorary, at UNM, have been cancelled .
due to lack of interest. A quorum
is needed to become affiliated with
the national organization, and
UNM does not yet meet requirements.

Miss Karen Schoen, The University of New Mexico
'

J

New Mexico COLLEGE QUEEN

.

·-

.

Congratulations, Karen. The results
are in and you've just won the statewide competition for
the right to represent New Mexico in theNational College
Queen Pageant. We're really proud of you • . • and we wish
you the best of luck at the National Finals in New York
City next month. We're also proud to be one of the
sponsors of this contest and have the opportunity of
offering-as First Prize to this year's winnera new 1967 Plymouth Sport Fury Convertible.

--ARROW.-.-

Attention,
MarJorie·
Fotheriagill!
Please come home.

t·

~~·

I forgot where
you put the
' "'·' ' ·'"'
refrigerator
and I can't find
the Budweiser®
lf>oi-

'

·~~~·-----

Your Local Plymouth Dealer.

...._- J~'

PLYMOUTH DIVISION

'

KING OF BEERS • ANHEUSEI!·BUSCH, INC. • S1. lOUIS
NEWARK • lOS ANG£LES • 1AMPA • HOUSTON

i

~~
CHRVSLE;R
~ MOTORS CORPORATION

.
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A GOOD START

UNION PROTEST

yond its limit in seating capacity
Dear Editor:
(especially in the snack bar and
This letter is to lll:'Otest the use cafeteria areas), and I se11 no
of tln~ Student Union Building reason why this university must
and its facilities as a hangout for play host to certain individuals
cha:racW:rs of dubious intentions. who, in the first place, arc not
Presently the Union is taxed be- members of the student and faculty community.
Yesterday evening, after the
Begins Sept. 14
NROTC ceremony, I was in the'
!lafeteria when two qf these characters made their presence known,
if only by their appearance; straggly, long hair, a filthy beard, and
tennis shoes with no socks; ankles
black with dirt, and face, where
With the Monday issue, the you could see, just as dirty. What
regular New Mexico LOBO will a contrast to the immaculate apcease publicatiqn until Septem- pearance of the proud young men
ber 14.
of the NROTC.
Over the summer, the Summer
N11t long after, I recq~ized
LOBO will publish eight issues be- the entrance of another individual,
ginning June 27.
also bearded, but not quite as
Students interested in joining filthy as the two previously men•
the staff of the regular LOBO tioned in this article. This pershould meet at the LOBO office son I recognized as n11t being a
Monday, September 12, at 8 p.m., student, but contributes articles
LOBO editor Jim Jannson re- . in writing to the LOBO, his most
ported.
recent one stating his refusal to
Students in working 11n . tb~ 1 pay incqme taxes because of our
summer LOBO should contAI!t government's participation in Viet
Summer Editor Joann Bailey< · ~ : 1 Nam.

Monday's LOBO
Is Last for Year

Sit -In Committee
Con tro~~ Building

[.

THANKS FOR THE HELP
LINCOLN SAID that "a house divided against itself cannot stand." That bit of advice from one of the Republican's
most successful presiaents should be considered today by his
Republican successors in New Mexico.
.A feud appears to be simmering deep down in the roots of
the Republican Party between the liberal and conservative
wings with the liberals holding the upper hand this time. Unless this feud can be nipped in the bud, the Republican future
in this state looks bleak.
DAVE CARGO, Republican nominee for governor, is in
a unique position to do the nipping. As the nominee for
governor, he is looked to as the state leader.
·
Somebody should extend an olive branch sometime soon
and as the foremost liberal Republican in New Mexico, Cargo
would be ideal.
Cargo should spearhead a movement that would unite the
party under the philosophy that there is room enough for
both wings.
In order to remain a vital part of the American political
system, the Republicans had better start winning somewhere
and New Mexieo is as good a place to start as any.
~<-··
-Jim Jansson

"FREE ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD IN SOUTH
VIETNAM IN: A. SIX MONTHS; B. ONE YEAR;
C. FlVE YEARS; D. NEVER • • • ?"

-·

building.
The group, members of a committee that opposes the present
Selective Service setup, acted ~ter a "list of demands'' given t11
University President Fred Harvey
Harrington on Friday was not met
to their satisfaction.
Asked for Statement
.
The group bad asked Barring;.'
ton to issue a statement oppqsing
university cooperation with the
draft system and to open the May:
25 faculty meeting to discussion
on the draft.
In a letter to the students Mon-

tion room of the president's office
and stayecJ there for about an
hour. They then moved to the
administration building late Manday afternoon and, according to
late reports, are still there.
The university's chancellor has
said that no move will be made to
remove the students as long as
they don't interfere with the work
going on in the building.
Sit-in Ended
The student committee or•g•-

nated in the Committee to End the
War in Vietnam and the Madison
chapter of the Students for Democratic Society, Observers say,
however, that the committee now
has a number of members who
merely oppose the draft and do
not associate themselves with
day, Harrington said he would either the Committee to End the
raise the draft issue at the faculty War or SDS.
meeting, but he made no mention
As the Wisconsi nsit-i nbegan,
of their demands for an overall the last group of 25 students left
policy statement on the draft.
the administration building at the
When the letter was received, University of Chicago, thus endin ga sit-in there that had lasted
the group moved into the recep- five days.
More than 300 Chicago students
had actually taken over the
school's administration building
last Wednesday; the group remained in control of the building
until Friday, then leaving behind
a token force to continue the sitin.
School officials, however, said
they would not be willing to disTom Joule, UNM campus co- cuss the school's policy on. the
ordinator for the National Stu- draft until the sit-in ended. A
dent Association, has announced number of faculty members also
the selection of John Thorson, Ei- suggested that the students leave
leen Prewitt and Robert E. Storey the building "now that you've
as delegates to the NSA Congress made your point.''
this summer.
Facilities Offered
Thorson, a sophomore, is a senThe
university's
Center :tor Conator in the new Student Senate,
tinuing
Education
has made faand is serving as campus coordicilities
available
to
the students
nator for the Albuquerque Tutor~ ,
where
they
can
continue
their dising Council in conjunction with
cussions
on
the
draft.
NSA.
, ,,
Miss Prewitt is a secretary hi : . In another development, Univerthe NSA office and serves as di- i!ity of Chicago officials acknowlrector of the NSA student dis• edged that they had hired photocount service-. She has been ·an graphers from United Press Inobserver at the New Mexico ternational's commercial division
Board of Educational Finance to take pictures of the demonconference in Santa Fe, and bas strators,
UPI photographers, whom stuserved on several committees in dents
had assumed were working
Student Government ..
solely on news assignments, have
Storey· is a student at UNM.
been furnishing the school offiThe trio was selected by a com-· cials with pictures since the de:mittee composed of the Student monstration began.
Body President, Dan Dennison,
One photographer said his asMr. Joule, and former NSA co- signment was to "photograph as
ordinator Tom Isgar. Delegates · many students as I can.''
were selected on their ability to
Carl W. Larsno, the university's
help advance the NSA program public relations director, said the
at UNM.
university want!! to "obtain a hisThe NSA Congress will be held torical and journalistic account of
in Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, the demonstration.''
August 21 to September 1. The
He said the pictures would be
delegates will complete the UNM used !or publications and in the
contingent of: the Studertt. Body; . university archives but would not
President, the NSA coordinator bl! Used for repraisals against the
demonstratorsl
and the editor of the LOBO.

Committee Picks
Trio of Delegates

A~ for the first mentioned character in this letter, I found out
that he had been kicked out of
high school, but now makes the
Studen.t Union his hangout. I
would like to know the reason
WHY?
· I realize thilt it is impossible
to check overyone's credentials
upon entering the door, and perhaps it might even be unconstitutional to refuse a person the
use of our cafeteria, games room,
and other facilities. It might be
feasible, however, to prevent certain people from using our facilities for health reasons only. If
we don't,· we might be faced with
an epidemic of bubonic plague,
rabies, or perhaps leprosy.
Paul Bundy

I
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Report Charges.
Jews Held Bock
WASHiNGTON (CPS) -Areport~ ·released· -here last week
c~'.arrEq.. ~~!!_CP.Jnination and .bias
p eve ilf$)11'0m holding to}? !ldm nis atuln po~t~~ in the nation's
n~~-sectaria)i, ~dl!eges and universities.
The resultS of a six-month survey of 775 non-sectarian private
and public colleges and universities were made public at a meeting of the American Jewish Committee.
Charges Listed
According to the resul~:
-Although between 10 to 12
per cent of tlte 775 institutions'
student bodies .and faculties are
composed of 'Jews, less than one
per cent hold presidential positions.
;
-Since 1949, it is estimated aproximately 1,000 vacancies in the
presidencies of public-supported
institutions ha.v~ occurred, but

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Listen
to KNMD
Answers

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

WITH THE MONDAY issue, the regular New Mexico
LOBO will suspend publication until the fall semester.
Npxt year we will be back with a bigger staff and a bigger·
paper. We hope to extend our coverage of campus news
especially our news in depth coverage, and to make students
more fully aware of their environment.
We wil ltry to break tradition, though, and change our
image from simply a campus newspaper to a student newspaper. This will allow us tQ approach news in our paper from
a different angle with no loss of campus coverage.
Like the LOBO basketball team, we'll be shooting for the
number one rating in the nation.
We would like to thank everyone who has helped us make
the newspaper a success this year. Especially, we would like
to express our thanks to Mr. William Huber and the members
of the Publications Board, the News Bureau staff, and Mr.
MADISON, Wis. (CPS)-Mor~·
Tony Hillerman who has served as our counselor in times than 200 students are in the sec,ond day of a sit-in at the Univerof distress.
sity of Wisconsin administration

'
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ALSO: Flats $1.00
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By ROBERT JACOBS
PHILADELPHIA (CPS)-Two
hooded students set the cloak-anddagger tone for testimony last
week as the Pennsylvania legislature began a promised investigation of the use of drugs on
Pennsylvania college campuses.
The students, their faces covered wi thblue hoods to prevent
identification, told the investigating committee of their involvement with narcotics. They described in detail their experience
as they were introduced to drug
use on their colleg ecampuses.
Began With $15 Weekly
The first student, identified as
John, told the committee he began to use marijuana as a freshman at one of the Philadelphia
universities.
"I began in 1958 and I was
spending about $15 a week for
it. I used it for the feeling it gave
me, and it was that feeling that
became a crutch," John said.
He said the feeliJJg he got was
different from drinking because he
never got sick after using marijuana, but "afterwards always
felt like having a good time."
Attempts by committee chairman Benjamin R. Donolow (R.Phila.) to have John identify
which of the two Philadelphiaarea universities (Temple of the
University of Pennsylvania) be
had attended failed.
John would simply answer, "I'd
rather not say."
Sought Freezing Feeling
John continued his testimony,
telling the committee that he had
begun to use cocaine because it
gave him a ''better, freezing,"
feeling.
"I used a cap of cocaine a day
for six months," be said. "It cost
$7 a cap and I got the money by
depriving my family and from
a part-time job I took:''
John said he then began to
use heroin at the rate of one or
two packages a day. Each pack1 age cost him $10, he said.

~RE~~:·: ·.

SUZUKI . "''
lightweight M"'oro:ycles

Came in any day for fRE~ riding
carefree
dciy af' sport and ddvi;.ruYe •••

inslrudions then RENT

:a

CUSHMAN MOTORS
333 SAN PEDRO, N.E.
265-7953

"Rental Dept. OPEN SUNDAY"
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Dr. Martin Meyersqn as president
of the Buffalo 1 campus of State
University of ~ew York, no appointments liad gone to Jews.
____:()f the. 1.,7,20 deans in the 775
institutions, 45 or 2.6 per cent
are Jews. Of these, .29 are in six
institutions. In the remaining 769
institutions, there are only 16
Jewish deans ,again fewer than
one per cent.
Few Jewish Presidents
Only five of the 397 private
colleges and universities surveyed
have Jewish presidents. These include Bennington College, Brandeis University, which though
Jewish-founded in non-denominational, Chicago Medical School,
Lincoln University and Sarah
Lawrence College.
According to the report, prejudice appears in positions where
"the man chosen would represent
the institution to the outside
world. Those responsible for selection evidently felt that ii a Jew
were picked for such a. post, he
might be handicapped by prejudice on the part of those with
whom he might deal." Morris B.
Abram, AJC president, said the
repqrt would be forwarded to all
groups in the community concerned with selection of college or
university administrators, including boards of trustees, boards of
regents, appropriate legislative
committees and officials of the
U.S. Office of Education.
No Ratio Wanted
Abram stressed the report did
not advocate Jews being represented among college and university administrators with any
particular ratio,
"Its sole intent is to lay the
facts on the table, as a first step
toward remedial action/' be explained.
Historically1 campus barriers
against Jews were raised in the
1920's, the report adds, while restrictive policies were set up
against Jewish teachers not long
afterward.
The Jewish teacher barriers
came down in the late 1930's, and
today Jews constitute more thart
15 per cent of the faculties at
such institutions as Calofirnia,
Columbia,.Harvard1 Pennsylvania,
and Princeton, according to the
report.

~----------------------------····-~..•
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Exhibition by

-

AlEXANDER WILSON

First ~riist of the U.S. Winged Wild.

Ia PLA,NTE GALLERY
3009 Central N.E.
Message: to all A.O.N.T. Agents-

A.U.N.T.* IS NOT DEAD!
Yes, we have lost one of our agents to the other side. Yes,
we have been defeated this time. But you can't win them all.
Even the Baptists acknowledge that fact.
We hove suffered loss for now, but we shall return!

Thoro, Chief of A.U.N.T.
*Atltireligious Union af Neurotic Troublemol\ers

Arthur Plant's
garden party was
something to behold.

"I never committed any criminal act to get the money for
narcotics," he said, "but other
people in the crowd I ran around
with used · shoplifting, prostitution, and a variety 9f other ways
to get money.''
Many Turned to Heroin
Be said that many of the students with whom he began to
smoke marijuana while in school
also turned to the use of cocaine
and heroin.
"We all felt we wouldn't get
hooked on heroin like the other
people you read about," be said.
"We felt we were too strong for
that."
Then he said his drug use began to bother him. "I would feel
great," he told the committee,''
"but after it wore off my bones
would ache and the only way I
could get rid of that aching was
to take more.''
·
He was on heroin for three
years, he testified, before caught
and sent to a hospital for ''the
cure." He said that all of his narcotics had come from people in
the: Philadelphia area who, in
turn,: •said they got their aupp~
from New York.
Tlie five member point legia1ative panel ar1d the about 50 people who .attended the open hear.ing heard a second student, identified only as Robert.
School Wua't ldelltified
Robert told the committee be
began taking excessive amounts
of cough sryup when he was 16.
Be would not identify his school
either but told a story similar in
detail to that related earlier by
John.
From cougbt syrup he began
taking "amphetamines and barbiturates every day." The drugs
made him ''feel fine," be said,
and ·be took a part-time job as a
caddy to finance the $5 be ~
spending each day to get his sup..
ply.
Robert first came to the atten-

Dr•. Sanborn Joins
Philosophy Stoff
)

tion qf the police when he was arrested on a homosexual charge.
Be said he had turned to homosexual activity to finance the
growing cost of his drugs. He
was making $15 to $20 a night, he
said, and all of that went for
drugs.

r.=============·
~
@I

The committee has not said how
long the investigation might last
nor indicated what it will do, if
anything, with the information it
collects. It does plan, however, to
conduct hearings at various universities and colleges around the
state.

m .========:::::::;,

ROYALL LYME
AND
ROYALL SPYCE

1,1 I

toilet lotion. colognes
These two impeccable im.
ports are equally. distinctive
and suitable for any occa•.
sion. Ifoyall Lyme, an all·
purpose lotion, hand-pressed
from fresh, plump West
Indian limes and- Royall
Spyce, a tangy, long·
lasting lotion from na·
tive all·spicc leaves and
Pimenta Citriodora.
••• from Bermuda by

Royall Lyme, Ltd,

_,_llntES SHOP

• 106 WINROCK CENTER
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In order for students to make
a free and intelligent choiee of
courses and teachers, the following additions have been made to
the Philosophy Department Staff.
Dr. Patricia Sanborn join1 the
staff from Bunter College in New
York. She is a Phi Beta Kappa,
and her specialties are contemporary philosophy, existentialism,
American philosophy, and philosophy of history.
Mr. Brian O'Neil is a Phi Beta
Kappa and is finishing his Ph.D.
His sJI1!Cial interests are history
of modem philosophy and social
and political philosophy.
Gree kand medieval philosophy
are the specialties of Mr. Joseph"
Hassett. Be is from Woodstock
College, and has some foreign
study.
The summer seSIIion will feature Professor Melvin Rader at
the workshop at the D. H.
Lawrence ranch at Taos.

;,

UNM
Art Galleries
'
Close Until May 29

4

'

. l

The Bud® was iust
•
open1ng.
ANHEUSER·BUSCH, INC., • ST. lOUIS o NEWARK • lOS ANGttES • TAMPA • HOUSTON

Van Deren Coke, director of the
UNM1Art Museum, announces the
galleries will remain closed durfng tl1¢ coming week, following
today's showing.
They will reopen May 29 with
student exhibitions occupying
both galleries. An annual display,
the student work this year will be
judged by Jules Langsner, prominent LQs Angeles critic.
The museum will c11ntinue regtdar hours through the sBinmer
until Aug. 12, when it closes for
the usual break between summer
session and the beginning of the
regular fall session. Visitors are
welcome from noon until 6 p.m.
daily except Saturday and Monday.

Sl.\1.:1"'1 D[J(J~

SCRIJBDENINr
Soft as a puppy,
yet rugged as an old hound dog.
Salty Dog, the original all-cotton
Scrubdenim by Canton"' ....
today's most exciting fabric
with the "lived·in" look.
Ask for Salty Dog jeans, bell bottoms,
CPO and ponderosa shirts, shorts,
and other casual wear by leading fashion
makers at your favorite store.
SANFORIZED"'
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C.U. Sigma Chfs Registration Is .Changirig

Contemporary Subjects·

To Get Suit Trial

Dealt With in Film Series
By BRIAN LEO
The Thunderbird has sponsored
a number of films in the past
school year, and pn May 24 they
present a good ~;ampling of the
work from the UCLA Film department and other colleges.
These films do not attempt of
course to deal with, or to be concerned at all with, the '~themes"
or points of view of the nation's
large film makers. These films
have to do with some of the
things happening in literature,
painting, and sculpture today.

Exploring Image
Often the people making these
films are exploring the formal
exigencies of the actually moving
image, sometimes the ~ossibilities
of a visual illusionism beyond, in
many ways, the painting illusionist, and quite often these techniques or exploration are for the
ex,~lication
of current items,
such as the problems from our
current political hassle, often
with facets in what can be called
the new orgiastic or sex presence.
Perhaps it is not necessary to
look at these efforts in a light
of believing the "preachments''
involved more than one would be-

come engrossed or enraged over
a well-written editorial in a lead·
ing maga:~;ine, although the level
of committment involved in the
production of a film, even 16 mUlimeter, is considerable. This fact
ought to be noted.

J,i~~-

Inn

The

No Preacl\menta
But again, there l!.re no preachments beyond the commendable
gesture of involvement in both
the realms of excitement in our
day, however censorable and
compelling films may be.
The prices for these films are:
50 cents for adults, 75 cents for
non-students, and $1.50 for adults.
If you bitch and moan over "hot"
editorials, then you really ought
to pick up on these products.

303ASH NE

'

SUMMER RATES
TRIPLE ..•........... $157
DOUBLE . . . . . . . . . . . . $175

~<An Outline of Brazilian Philosophy Today," will be the subject of a talk by Allan S. Gnagy
to the Philosophy Club Sunday,
May 22 at 7:30p.m. The club will
meet in the home of Mrs. Nancy
Evans, 1212 Calle .del Sol, N.E.
Entertainment will be provided
and refreshments will be served.
Any student or professor is welcome ..

SINGLE .............. $195
Price includes meals Monday through
;fripay, maid ~ervice, swimming pool
and recre!ltio.nr

II' •
Doily; weekly' & monthly occupancy
..:.with or without food-available.

DEAN OF STUDENTS Harold Lavender is shown above as he
talked last night with members of Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity concerning their recent dispute with Student Court.

CALL243-2881
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This is your chance,
Student #7026941.
Drink Sprite and be
somebody.

••

;\ il :
'"

! ' •

·I pn Monday, the

American Bank of Commerce

And then y-ou unleash it.

Heads turn. Whispetings. 11 Who 1 s that strangely
fascinating student with the arch smile.And what's
in that curious green bottle that's making such
a racket?"
And you've arrived! The distinctive taste and
ebullient character of Sprite has set you apart.
You 1
uh •.. uh 1 whoever-you-are.

SPRI1E. SO TART AND
TINGLING, WE -JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT QUIET.

BOULDER, Colo. (CPS)~ An
attempt by the University of
Colorado to bring 11 swift conclusion to its court fight with
Sigma Chi fraternity has -failed.
A special three-judge federal
court panel last week denied a
motion for a summary judgment
filed by the university's attorney.
The moti()n asked that the case be
dropped since there "is no issue
of material of fact" in the Calle.
Was First Suit
The case has gained widespread
attention because it is the first
known-time that a fraternity has
COVERED WAGON
sued a university to protect its
SEE INDIANS MAKE
status on campus. The national
Sigma Chi organization brought
tURQUOISE JEWEl~Y
the suit in behalf of its Boulder
OLD TOWN
chapter after the chapter was
placed on probation by the university for alleged discriminatory
Two mathematics colloquia
practices.
CLINICAL PHARMACY
have
been announced for May 26
Aside from testing the actual
PH, 255·1647
5002 GIBSON BLVD. S.E.
issues in the case, the suit raises and 27 by the UNM department
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
a question seldom litigated-the of mathematics. Professor David
scope of authority of a governing Harrison from the University of
body of a state-supported institu~ Oregon will be guest speaker.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATION GIVEN TO U.N.M', STUDENTS.
"Trends in Algebra" will be
tion of higher learning. · ' : ~
Harrison's topic May 26 and May
Observers feel that more is a
27 he will talk on "Finite 11nd Instake for the Colorado regent
PRESCRIPTIONS SICK ROOM SUPPLIES RENTAL AND SALE OF
than the mere ability :to requ:irq finite Primes for Rings and
CRUTCHES,
WHEEL
CHAIRS,
WALkERS
AND
COOl.
STEAM VA!'ORI:ZERS.
Fields.''
Both
will
begin
at
3
:30
fraternities to have non·di:;crip.m.
in
Mitchell
Hall
102.
minatory membership policies. If
Sigma Chi, they ask, has rights
Who is your ideal date? Thousands use Central Control and its hi&h-speed
to freedom of association and action which cannot be regulated
computer for a live, flesh·and·blood answer to this question.
by the regents, do all students
have similar rights?
Your ideal date - such a person exisl$, of course.
School Asserts Rights
But
how to get acquainted? Our Central Control computer
These obsrevers say that if a
processes
10,000 names an hour. How long would it take
federal court finds that the regents cannot regulate Sigma Chi,
you to meet and form an opinion of that many people?
then it would seem to :follow that
You will be matched with five ideally suited persons
the regents are without power to
of the opposite sex, right in your own locale (or In anr
regulate any aspect ~of the uniarea of the U.S. you specify). Simply, send $3.00 to Central
versity except the a'c11demic deControl for your questionnaire. Each of the five will be ,
partments and the ,,u.se of the
as
perfectly matched with you in interests, outlook and
physical plant.
background as computer science makes possibte.
The university hoped to end the
Central Control is nationwide, but ils propams are
suit quickly by asserting its right
to regulate campus social organcompletely localized. Hundreds of thousands of vlaorous
izations. Raphael Moses, the uni~
and alert subscribers, all sharing the desire to ..., thtlr
versity attorney, to1d the court
ideal dates, have found COIIflller datin& to be IXC- - '
that "there is no doubt" that the
hiJhiY acceptable.
regents are empowered to make
· All five of your ideal dltel will Ill
II
rules regulating fraternities.
lnmy and send your $3.00 for your qumra•lfrl.
Moses said the Colorado constitution and the Colorado legis•
1ature "make it abundantly clear
that the rule is within the authority of the regents on two grounds:
22 Pllk Avllllll • Okllhollll City, 0111*their traditional powers based on
the doctrine of in loco parents
and their more recent obligation
to see that the desegregation
clauses of federal legislation are
followed.''
Right Challenged
Fred Winner, the fraternity's
attorney, not only challenged the
right of the regents to impose
membership regulation on the
fraternity but said the group had
been denied due process as well.
Then Winner launched into a
strong plea for the doctrine of
"freedom of association.'' This
new constitutional concept, Winner said, ·"restricts state interference with private organizations/'
Winner said he believed the
right of private organizations to
freedom of association was "almost absolute.''
The three-judge panel, which
had been convened just to bear
testimony on the university's motion, did not rule on any of the
facts in the case. The judges were
only required to decide whether
or not a point of law is involved
that would require a trial.
now set for trial
The case
sometime in the summer or e11rlY
fall.
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Dress right
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Magazine. Seeking
Males as Models

~opens its first "new acct:>Unts" desk for your con·

And then?

Many times students know they·
have a conflict, but they don't
know what to do about it. They
do not know where to go t(l get
the matter cleared up.
Student Should Know Campus
"If a student just gets to know
the campus he would save many
inconveniences. He <:an make his
campus life much simpler,'' said
Huber.
The university believes it has
a much more effective registration
program for the fall and one in
which UNM students will be given
more personal consideration.

is

t ' ' .

And then?

allowed to continue the registrlltion process.
Students in degree-granting
colleges will register first, Huber
said that this is an excellent idea
for it will relieve the pressure on
advisors. These students will begin registration September 14.
Registration for University College students, graduate students,
and non-degree students will begin September 15.
Schedule Confirmation Slips
The university is considering
the idea of sending out confirmation :;lips just a few days after
l'egistration. The students will receive a copy of their program
studies. If they see they have
conflicts, they should immediately
go to their college office.
Huber said that many students
don't realize they have a conflict until they get an F in a
course at the end of the se~ester.

listen··

CENTRAL CONTROL, Inc.

MIDSHIPMEN John A. Rice, right, and Herbert Julien, center,
are shown above receiving awards for outstanding performance in
the NROTC regular program and contract program. Presenting
the awards is Capt. Tony F. Schneider, USN.

SPRITE I It fi:zzes! . It roars! lt bubbles with
good cheer!

(Continued from Page 1)
He said that ACT exams must be
received before a student is admitted to the university.
Another new feature will be
that students . will receive their
fee schedule before registration.
J. C. MacGregor, Dire<:tor of Admissions at UNM, said that before a student can ever be given
an appointment time, he must pay
his tuition.' This should be paid
before September 7. MacGregor
said that this applies to all students, whether they are on a loap
or not. He said that a late :fee of
$5 will be charged for th(lse not
meeting the deadline. Students
must remember that payment
slips have to be presented at reg. istration before a student will be

Department Holds
Math Discussions

JUNE 25 THROUGH AUG. 19

Philosophy Club

Take heart. Take a dime •
Then take a bottle or Sprite
from the nearest pop
machine.
Suddenly it's in
your hand. Cold.
Biting. Tart and
tingling. Y'ou
cackle fiendishlY'
and rub your hands
together. {You
snould; they're
probably chilled to
the bone by now . )
You tear orr to a
corner, alone, but
within earsho~ of
your fellows.

Pare'l

NEW MEXICO LOBO

Friday,.!fay 20, 1966

!yenience in the lobby of the New Mexico Union
·Building. Students and faculty have asked for a
i University banking facility for· some time. Now
··American Bank of Commerce is answering the need
~or a complete bonking facility on campus. This
new office, offering "Thrifti·check1' as well as savings and regular accounts, now asks your support.
When the bank opens approximately June 15 in
the basement next to the bookstore, you'll be able
to cosh checks at the flick of an identification cord
if you have opened an account!

AMERICAN BANK OF COMMERCE
NEW MEXICO UNION

!)· .
I· .

Playboy photographers telephoned from Chicago to saY that
University :;tudetlts, both men
and women, trying out for model~
ing Sunday should not include
seniors. The clothes to be modeled
represent fashions for a fall issue and most seniors will not be
attending school wl~en the rnaga•
zine is published. All male stu•
del\ts wearing size 40 al\d having
a 30-inch waist at•e asked to try
out as well as coeds wearing sizes
five to eight.
Tryouts will be held in Hokona
:Hall Lounge from 2 until 4 p.m.
Sunday. Additional information
may be obtained from the News
Bureau.

•

Short story is vety

long on style!
FARAH MANUFACTURING CO,, INC. • El PASO, tEXAS

with FaraPress® NEVER NEED IRONING
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~~,f!.~nts, P()pejoy to Negotiate Salary,

- NEW MEXICO J,OBO

Ulinksmen Begin

president, was a~tho~.!d r~~e~~=
regents in a meetin S t 1
to negotiate with g U a. urc a[,
President • Tom L Po;Jversi y
Popejo 's sal : f . h~y ~n
011
maining t\~o yea::\vit~l th~s u~':=
1
versity.
Pope .
.
. t'
.
0
11
1968 t~n~ :-"lu .re :~·~t m. Ju:y,
81
'
mvetsl Y regu a-

'bb Championship

SHOWN HERE are the "champ" coed bowling team which won
the U.S. National Intercollegiate Postal American Ten Pin
Tournament. From right to left, they are: first ro11'-Prudy McLananan, Gail Hudson, Margaret Hilliar and Kathy 1tfason. Second
row--Jo Ann Mattneis, Phyllis Isenhower, Jan Olson (P.E.),
CJ,ludia Navarrette, Bub Henry (Mgr.), Gwendolyn Dunn, Carmie
.Dtlvid, and Sally Temperty. Not pictured are Mary Ann Marquez
and Dianna Berthelsen.

R~tJceive

Five Firsts

Bowling Team from UNM Wins
U.S. National Ten Pin Tournament
Fourteen coeds have captured
the U.S. Nationals Team cbamprinshop in the National Intercollegiate Postal American Ten Pin
Tournament, Class B.
The girls' team which calls itself the "Lowblows" took first
place in all five divisions of the
competition which was spread
over a four-month period.
Ten girls competed each month
in single and team games and
scores were compared with those
of more than 30 other competing
schools including Oregon State
University, University of Kansas,
State University of New York1
Tennesse A.I. State University,
Wisconsin State University and
Stanford.
The Ten Pin tournament is an
annual event sponsored by the
Division of Girls and Womens

Sports of the American Association of Health, Physical Education
and Research,

LOBO Special
PROVO, Utah The UNM
golf team begins play today in the
1966 Western Athletic Conference
golf championships. The Lobos
are the defending cba111-ps but
Brigham Young is favored to win
the title.
If New Mexico wins this year
it will be its tenth straight conference victory. Leading the Lobo
squad will be defending WAC
champion Ralph Coker.
Rounding out the four-man
team are Terry Dear, Mike Goodart and Mahlon Moe. Dear .and
Goodart are both frosh and in
their first year of competition.
Moe won the New Mexico State
Intercollegiate earlier this year.
Other top players in the tournament are George Boutell of
Arizona State and Mike Taylor of
BYU. Several other Cougars are
also rated very strong on their
home course.
Three weeks ago ASU won the
BYU invitational and two weeks
ago BYU showed its strength
by winning the Pike's Peak Intercollegiate at Colorado Springs,
Colo. The I:.obos were tied for second with Utah.

U.N. Association
The UNM Association on the
United Nations will bold a general meeting Monday, May 23, at
8 p.m. in Room 231-E of the
Union. Officers for the '66-'67

SUMMER sublet. Furnished hoUse, 1 bed·
room, 3 blocka from University. $60 pet
month. Preler female. can 212-6776. G/16,
18, 19.
FURNISHED Houses & Apartments. 212
Cornell SE, .( bedroom, $100: 221 Princeton SE, 2 bedroom, $100 : 209 Stanford
SE, 3 IJ!!droom, $!!5; 220%0 COlumbia
SE, 1 bedroom, S5S. Pay ow11 utilities.
Ope11 during day - l11vestisrate at your
convenience. (May).
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER ~Iiles & repair. Special
rates to UNM students on all machines.
Free pickup & delivery. E & E T7J>e.o
writer Service. 2217 COal SE, phone
243-0588.

PERSONALS
GREETING cards for_ everJ' occasion. Con•
temporary,. Graduation, Father'& Day.
Also Quality Wedding 1nvitatlo11!. G...,..
haDI'a House of Hallmark, 8501 Lomu

NE~·--~~~~--~~~~~

NEED GLASSES! Prescriptions filled, repair aervlce.. PreliCriptlon Sung.......,.
Case:v Optical, 4312 Lomu NE. Phone
256·6829. &/13-28.

FLYING student. cheek .. our 11ew lower
rates, Atlk about the ,5.00 lnttoductort
orrer. ManJ' additional foatuUB at no
extra eoet. Call Southweot.!ni SbwaJL
HELP WANTED
TEACHERS wanted, Southwst, entire
Wt!llt A Alaska. Bet!:lnnlll&' saki'J' Y&riel
from $6000 In New Jleldeo to •7000 In
Aluka. South-t Teachers A«ac:J',

uoa

Central NE

I

I ,

Wally Seis

. .(I

r

~
I

l

~.

I

7297, 5/1G·23.

JOI THE DODGE REBELLION
Coronet scores high in any class.
.
Art • • • Coronet's beautiful lines and graceful
styling draw looks everywhere you drive. Math •••
take the 383 cu. in. VB, add four-on-the-floor, and
you've got the swing,n'est car on campus. History
• • • Coronet's a success story of record-breaking sales.

Speech ••• Coronet says a lot about you even when
it's standing still. Then comes Logic ••• Coronet's
low price makes sense to just about any budget.
How about you? Like to make the grade?. Enroll at
your Dodge dealer's now. As Pam points out, the
.Dodge Rebellion wants you •

DODGE
DIVISION. CHRYSLER
'
111110111111 CCIII'IIIIA1IIM

lt ;ell\~een
uemen a age
·
r7ported that Pope-

.
ioy$;fgo~t00 receive a ~2,500 raise
pe.r yem·, · ut no such
fiJur~ ;~s ~ISC~Jssed ~~· suggeste T a .; UI JY s mee mg..
.
wo- ear ontract MentiOned
h A two-year contract, inst~ad of
t e. usual annual co~tract. lS re~o}tedly un.<ler consid:rahon.
o?nson IS to ;epoit back. to
the tegents at their ~ext meetmg
on June 10, ~eg_ardmg the outcome of n~go~mttons.
U.S. D1stl'lct Judge Howard
Bratton urged Johnson to con-

° ·'
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academic year will be elected and
programs will be discussed. All
students interested in participating in U.N. oriented activities
on campus, or in the model U.N.
to be held in Portland, Oregon, in
1967, are urged to attend.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., G5c-4 times, $2.00. lnsertioDJJ
must be aubmitted by noon on da:v before
publication to Room 1511, Student Publica•
tiona Bulldinfr, Phone Jl77-4002 or 277-4102.
"FOR SALE
SUMMER WESTERN REVIEW. FOCUII
on Youth. Pre-Marital Sex. Campus
Rebels. Trends in Student Writing. New
Directions in Art. Twenty-five Young
Artists. Bracero Labor. N.M. Place
Names. Psycho-analysis and the BiOI!:·
rapher. Sex in Fiction Today. Dean
Rmk on Viet Nam. Willard Wirtz. Dorothy Cline.. T. Phillip Wolf.. .Joseph
Montoya. Thomas Morris. One Dollar.
Associated Students llook Store.
BACK scat for VW bus. Good CDndil:lon.
$75.00. Plain hollow CDre door, $4.00.
Call 243-4721.
1959 VESPA Motorscooter. Needs minor
repaira. '66 plates. Extru. Cheap. can
.Tames Lyons, 2G8-7268.
3 PIECE SCetional CDrner bookcase, cap.
acity 50 to GO books. $15. Call Vina
Bridger, 2108 Eton SE, at 213-4G30.
1962 MONZA Coupe for sale. 4 apeed,
radio, heater, all. new tires. $750. Calt
277·4406 or 243-04110.
MOTORCYCLE, 1964 BSA 175cc, 4,000
miles, better than new. Perfect for Spring
& Sommer trips and school $300. CaD
277-5321 or 2GB-773G.
SMITH-CORONA "Sterling" portable typewriter with case. Excellent condition..
$50. See at Room 159, Student Publications Building. 277-4002. 5/2, 4, 5, G.
• ,·
FOR. RENT
ATTRACTIVE furnished efficiency apartment, spacious, newly deoorated. Private
bath, privat.! entrance. Cal'lieted. Suitable for faeulty or staff member. 5 blocka
from campus. $80 per month. Call 248-

~~~~s :-v~I~h p\OVIte for 6;nanda-

Sider PopeJoy's years of experi- . 775 f~·om this yea!•'s operating
ence at UNM, and the progress budget. Portions of the total budUNM has enjoyed under Presi- get are for building expenditures
dent Popejoy's administration.
which will not actually be spent
Department Chairmen Hired
this year, but. were budgeted on
In other ll~ti.on, the ~·egents ap- . instructions for the State Board
proved the h1rmg of two new de- of Educational Finance.
partment chairmen, These were;
Med. Scho111 Budget Up
~!fi.ss Edna Snell, to replace reThe UNM Medical School budhrmg Home Economics depart- get wa::; up ~563,300 from this
ment head Grace Elser;. and Jo. year's $1,522,000 budget. The inseph Frank to head the English crease reflects the addition of a
department.
·
third year of instruction. $320A $45,624,000 budget for 1966- 000 of the increase came from ~
67 was also approved. This in- Kellogg Foundation grllnt,
eludes a $29,528,000 operating
The regents ·passed a resolubudget for next year, up $5,221,- tiol). stating that, while they

EW

THE LOBO GOLF team will compete today and tomorrow at
Provo, Utah, for the Western Athletic Confer!nce golf champion·
ship. Team members are, front row, left to rtght: Larry Adams,
Dick Placek, Dennis Elkins, Isidro Yea:r:a, Ralph Ct~ker; back
row: Jerry Mindell, Joe Sterges, Manion Moe, Dale Vaugh, and
Terry Dear. Cole, defending WAC champion, Dear, Goodart,
Mahlon Moe will represent UNM this weekend at Provo.

WANT ADS

'•

---o-
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Virginia Zendt

Seis, Zendt Reign
Over UNM Fiesta
Wally Seis of Phi Gamma Delta
and Virginia Zendt of Santa
Clara Hall were crowned 1966
Fiesta King and Queen Friday
night at the midway at Tingley
Coliseum.
First runnerup for king was
Joe Casas of Mesa Vista Hall.
Second runnerup was Tom Minton, who represented Phi Delta
Theta.
First and second runners-up for
queen, respectively, were Sandy
Vitt fo Kappa Alpha Theta and
Joyce Gattas of Pi Beta Phi.
Sweepstakes honors for the
midway went to Coronado Hall
for their skyride booth.
First place for women's booths
went to Kappa Alpha Theta's pillow fight and second went to Phi
Mu's mock marriage booth.
Pi Kappa Alpha's bucking bar·
t•el won the men's division first
place trophy, and Industrial Arts
Association's log roll and Delta
Sigma Phi's balloon throw tied for
second place honors.
Satm•day's activities were highlighted by the We Five concert
Saturday night, which was at·
tended by about 2000 students.
The rodeo's Saturday and Sunday performances featured outstanding college teams such as
Eastern New Mexico University
and New Mexico St!ltes as well as
UNM's team and several teams
frotn campus organizations plus
many individual entries.

MIRAGE Is Ready
The 1966 MIRAGE will be
distributed beginning today in
the .Journalism Building (MI·
RAGE office). The book is offered without charge to activity card holders (both semes•
ter) and $2.50 to students with
either fir:;;t or second semester
cards.
Distribution begins at 8:30
each morning during this week
and the offii!e will close at 4:30
p.m.

would be glad to assist, th~y felt
thllt the primary responsibility
for establishing a community corlege at Walker Air Force Base
in Roswell should rest with Eastern New Mexico University,
which already has a branch there.
Branch Request Cqnsidered
A request from the Gallup-MeKinley County School System
dealing with establishment of a
branch college in Gallup, was
h
b h
t:a;~ar: [n \~~a~:~tT!;Ya
bility study.
Th
___,....._.ing .:n~ege :f$.1.j11YJg
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Tuesday's Senate Session Dennison Reports
Considers Final Legislation On WCA Meeti.ng
Student Senate will have their
final session of the year tomorrow night and they will be faced
with the p1·essure of final legislation which must be passed this
year.
One bill planned by Senators
Thorson and Adrian would provide sec1·etaries for the numerous agencies of Student Government.
'l'he bill would create positions
for the executive student goveernrnent secretary, who would
wodt under the president. She
1 would work 30 hours a· week, the
·positions of Court secretary, Senate Secretar,y NSA secretal'Y
and on and off campus tutoring
prog1•am secretary would be also
created.
These secretaries would work
n total of l!l hours tt week.
Program Worked Out
These people would be paid by
an unique }>rogram that would
he worlted out with the student
nids office. Under the work study the secretaries would be paid
by Student Government. Student
Aids wouM pay 90 }ler cent of
the sahwy and Student Government would pay 10 per cent. The
system would provide over 100
man hours of work for the cost
of much less.
Another bill will be inh·oduced
is a proposal to finance the N ationa! High School Speech and
Debate Tournament which will

Chose to Resign
As Deon of Men
William Chase, Associate Dean
of Men, is planning to resig-n
from his position July 1.
"I am resigning so that I can
go into graduate work," Dean
Chase said. He intends to .work
on his doctorate degree.
"I will probably do my graduate work at the University of
Colorado but as of new I honestly don't know for sure what my
plans will be," said Chase.
Has Been Here 7 Years
Dean Chase has held his position at UNM for seven years. His
job entllilS supervising all men's
organizations on the UNM cam··
pus.
. . .
"I have worked with male students, foreign students and have·
also done some work with student
financial aid," Chase said.
Attended Mont~na State
Dean Chase has a B.S. degree
and M.S. degree from Montana
State College. He got his degrees
in marketing. Also, at Montana
State he was assistant head resident of the men's dorm. He also
attended Iowa State College for
a year and ttt the University of
Minnesota he did some graduate
work.
The man to retllace Dean Chase
after his t·esignation July 1 has
not yet,been named.

~ ~ d~l cdf:netx~UI1Fnos~lsd.th~ In.s~ ~a!cnltc=l~t·t·I.of'no ;dh~;c~~~~~~;~~~s t~~~l~o~ee a~a~~; In So.lt Lake Ctty

~ -,
$1000 would be set aside for the
purposes of providing scholarships for tournament winners.
Money Divided
The money would be divided
into 5 scholarships which would
be awarded to one of the top
three winners in cac·h divis1'on.

recipients will attend UNM.
One final proposal which may
be introduced would schedule a
retreat for student government
leaders as well as administraton,
and faculty members. While at
the retreat problems and needs
of students will be discussed and
eva I ua t e d.

~~~~~Ei

UNM Student Body president
Dan Dennison, who is vice president of the Western Collegiate
Association, gave the LOBO a
special report on the spring conference he attended in Salt Lake
City. Dennison said that the conference gave him valuable information, and that he was greatly
enthused by the progress the association is making.
"The basis for the association
is that schools of similar size and
composition will have similar
problems and concerns." said
Dennison.
The member schools of the association,
Wyoming,
Arizona
State, Utah, Utah State, Brigham Young, and UNM. grouped

DAN SCHWAR'fZKOFF, 1\IESA Vista cowboy, pro,•ided the highlight of the bull-riding event Saturday. His bull left the shoot,
bucked once, then proceeded to collapse· in the middle of the arena
for the remainder cf the ride. Dan, however, demanded no re-ride,
electing instead to take his eleven points, the day's second best
bull ride. (Photo by l(cnd;tll.)

togctlu:r in November to form an
alliance to exchange and propose
pz•ograms of mutual benefit.
•
Dennison said that at the Salt
Lake City conference plans were
laid to meet in Wyoming with a
group of all the booking agencies
and speakel's' services with the
hopes of booking superior eni~>r
tainment for school programs.
"If we can get block booking for
the entertainers, there will be> less
chance of cancelation and we will
!!'et better entertainment," he said.
The block booking would also
apply to speakers, and it would
provide more and interesting
speakers. The program is one of
those instituted under the philosophy of the association which
is to increase communication and
participation between schools.
Dennison also said that a plan
to have tete-lecture systems in-.
stalled throughout the association
was woz·ked out. Under the sy~;tem
the schools would be tied into a
conference line and could call personalities and officials to tal!• to
them in a conference that would
be carried and broadcast to the
schools.

Last of Strongholds Surrounded

By

Ky's Government: Forces

By United I'ress International
their pagoda with bayonet-tipped
DA NANG-Government troops rifles adn tear gas.
surrounded the last rebel st:J;ong-a-hold in Da Nang, a Buddhist ternLodge Meets With Ky
pie, and offered amnesty to the
SAIGON - U.S. Ambassador
dissidents inside, if they will sur- Henry Cabot Lodge met Sunday
render. The rebels had until this with Premier Nguyen Kao Ky in
morning to make their decision.
Saigon. The continuing t~olitical
The offer came shortly after crisis and Lodge's three-week disthe Buddhist-led rebels said that cussion with President Johnson ·
they were willing to negotiate, if were discussed.
U.S. marines would guarantee
-otheir saftey.
Strike Cripples British Ports
The rebel force was believed to
LONDON-British ports were
be down to about 125, with many clogged with nearly 600 ships and
having deserted shortly before mounting piles of vital tlxports
government troops completed .•. Sunday, as the week·long maritheir encirclement.
time stdke continued.
demonstrators
in
Pressures were }\eported mounBuddhist
Saigon clashed again Sunday with ting for an early settlement, but
government troo11s. The para- as of Sunday morning, none was
troopers dz·ove them back into in sigth. The strike has already

caused the closing of two factories in Northern Ireland.

-o-

N ATO Discussed in London _,,
LONDON-NATO, the Common
Market, and other problems were
to be the subject of talks between
West German Chancellor Ludwig
Erhardt and British Prime Minister Harold Wilson. Erhardt ar·
rived in London Sunday.
London reportedly .wants to reapply for admission into the Common Market, but it wants guarantees in advance that France will
not veto the move again. NATO
streamlining and reorganization
following France's withdrawal
will also be high on the agenda.
Wilsof!. is reported to feel that
Bonn should have a voice in nustrategy.
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